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In the present era, infertility is one of the major issues which restricts many couples to have their own children. Infertility is

the inability to achieve a clinical pregnancy after regular unprotected sexual intercourse for the period of one year or more.

Various factors including defective male or female germ cell development, unhealthy and improper lifestyles, diseases like

cancer and associated chemo-or-radiation therapies, congenital disorders, etc., may be responsible for infertility.

Therefore, it is highly important to understand the basic concepts of germ cell development including primordial germ cell

(PGC) formation, specification, migration, entry to genital ridges and their molecular mechanisms, activated pathways,

paracrine and autocrine signaling, along with possible alteration which can hamper germ cell development and can cause

adversities like cancer progression and infertility. Knowing all these aspects in a proper way can be very much helpful in

improving our understanding about gametogenesis and finding possible ways to cure related disorders. 
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1. Female Germ Cell: In Vivo Developmental Stages (Primordial Germ
Cells to Oocyte)

Before attaining full maturity, female germ cells go through various developmental stages. Brief description about these

stages is as follows:

1.1. Primordial Germ Cell Development

Mammalian germ cell development begins in the form of PGCs which are the embryonic precursors of gametes  which

on later stages becomes male or female gametes often termed as sperm and oocyte, respectively. Here in this review we

will mainly discuss both the human and mouse female germ cell development in vivo and in vitro. A number of

developmental changes initiated from proximal epiblast cells, later accompanied by attainment of various markers

expression under different pathway activations are held responsible for developing a mature sperm or oocyte with

functional ability. The developmental route mainly comprised of following steps: gastrulation → epiblast cells formation →

primordial germ cell → gonocyte → oogonium → primary oocyte → secondary oocyte → antral follicle → mature oocyte.

Earlier developmental processes are under the control of both of the WNT3 and bone morphogenic protein (BMP) family

transcription factors and activation of pathways associated with them. In the mouse at around E5.75, PGCs formation is

governed by WNT3 secretion by posterior visceral endoderm (VE) and posterior epiblast cells which is further followed by

secretion of BMP family member proteins such as BMP4 and BMP8b by extraembryonic ectoderm (ExE) at around E6.0

. WNT3 signaling regulates PGC induction by its downstream target Brachyury, a mesodermal marker which promotes

the expression of both somatic as well as germ cell markers, whereas BMP4 governs the suppression of somatic genes

while up regulating germline determinant genes Blimp1 and Prdm14 . BMP8b also plays important role in mouse PGC

generation. In a mouse study, null mutations in BMP8b were shown to cause complete lack of PGCs whereas reduced

number of PGCs were observed in BMP8b heterozygotes . Many other reports have also shown severe reduction in the

number of PGCs from mice embryos in which targeted deletion of either BMP2, BMP4, and BMP8b or their downstream

signaling components including Smad1, 4, 5 was performed . Similarly, no PRDM1 positive PGCs were

observed in mutant mouse embryos which undergo targeted deletion of Wnt3 . The Wnt signaling pathway involving

Wnt5a and its receptor Ror2 has also been associated with successful migration and functionality of PGCs . These

findings strongly advocate the utility and role of BMP and Wnt signaling pathways in development, migration and proper

functioning of the developing PGCs which further determines the specification and development of gametes. It is worthy to

notice the indispensable role of Fragilis, Smad1, and Stella which helps in the specification of PGCs and also provides

distinction from somatic cells . Any deformity or suppression of these valuable factors results into impaired

PGC/gamete production and hampers their functional ability. Beginning with a small number of ~30–40 cells, PGCs

proliferate and finally migrates towards genital ridges where they undergo genome wide DNA demethylation, histone

modification, imprinting erasure and reactivation of X chromosome . Until this stage, sex specification is not

achieved as PGCs are bipotent in nature and express common germ cell markers shared by both male and female
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gametes. In humans, PGC specification begins at around the third gestational week during which erasure of DNA

methylation takes place . Differences have been observed among transcription factors requirement for PGCs

specification and maintenance among humans and mice . During progressive stages, cells undergo a transitional

shift from pluripotency associated marker expression to germ cell specificity in a gradual manner and attain expression of

early PGC makers, late PGC markers, meiosis markers, undergo epigenetic reprograming and finally attains mature germ

cell markers . While analyzing the transcriptome of human PGCs, Guo and colleagues  found that both pluripotency

and germ cell specific genes are simultaneously expressed from their migrating to the gonadal stage. Diagrammatical

outflow of the PGC development and specification has been given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Diagrammatical outflow of the PGC development and specification in mice. Oocyte and sperm after getting

fertilized produces zygote. While undergoing further cell divisions, zygote attain blastocyst stage at around embryonic

development day 3.5 (~E3.5) having an outer trophoblast cell monolayer and pluripotent inner cell mass (ICM) which is

further separated into epiblast and primitive endoderm. Implantation of the blastocyst with the uterine wall takes place at

~E4.5. Further developmental stages are comprised of extraembryonic ectoderm (ExE) development from

trophoectoderm and visceral endoderm (VE) from primitive endoderm. Furthermore, Wnt3 is secreted by both of the

posterior epiblast and VE and BMP4 & BMP8b secreted by ExE. Wnt3 and BMPs secretions finally assists in production

of a few primordial germ cells (PGCs) from proximal epiblast and finally PGC specification takes place.

1.2. Primordial Germ Cell Migration

Once the PGCs are formed, their migration to gonadal ridges constitutes an important developmental step towards

gamete specification and their proper functioning. It is worth noticing that the concept of signaling guidance for PGCs

towards the gonads was first of all described in zebrafish . Both intrinsic motility factors and external guidance cues are

required by the PGCs to successfully migrate and maintain their survivability . In the beginning, BMP signaling from

ExE governs PGC formation from epiblast cells, which are further mediated by BLIMP1 or PRDM1 transcriptional

regulators which not only stimulate PGC specific gene such as Stella but also suppresses the expression of somatic cell

genes cascade . Like BLIMP1, PRDM14 also regulates mouse PGC specification, lacking or knockdown of both the

factors either resulted into improper PGC differentiation and defected migration or induced sterility in mice models .

Along with BLIMP1 and PRDM14, AP2γ has also been found essential in regulating mammalian PGC specification

. AP2γ is expressed by mouse PGCs from E7.25 to E12.5 and its targeted disruption has resulted into male and female

sterility. It was also believed that PGC migration in mouse is also coordinated by interferon induced transmembrane

protein 1 (IFITM1), as RNA interference induced IFITM1 knockdown in the primitive streak resulted into PGC migration

failure towards endoderm, indicating possible role of IFITM1 in PGC migration from mesoderm to endoderm . However,

contradicting results were shown by Lange UC et al. (2008), where embryonal deletion of the IFITM1 gene family could

not cause impaired PGC migration . During the period of migration and arrival of PGCs towards hindgut, Nanos3 plays

multiple vital roles by maintaining germ cell’s undifferentiated state, protecting PGCs against apoptosis by suppressing

Bax-dependent and independent pathways and thereby helps in germ cell development . Nanos3 is expressed by

migrating PGCs at various germ cell specific developmental stages in both testis and ovaries. Moreover, without its

expression, germ cell detection in the ovary and testis is not possible . Failure in migration can cause developmental

issues and infertility, and also may cause teratoma formation in extra gonadal regions . At around E11.5, most PGCs

are migrated towards genital ridges and become populated there at around E12.5. During later stages, establishment of

sexually dimorphic sex cords takes place between E13.5–17.5 and birth and most of the ectopic PGCs die due to

apoptotic pathways and rest of them transforms into male and female gametes in their respective sex gonads .
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Researchers believed that PGCs lose their migration properties once they associate with somatic cells and reach gonads

. One possible reason for their ceasing behavior may be due to the cell-to-cell interactions between PGCs and somatic

cells. Proper mechanism behind this stoppage is not known and need in depth elucidation. Diagrammatical outflow of the

PGC migration has been given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Diagrammatical outflow of the PGC migration. PGCs undergo a series of events before reaching gonadal ridges

and finally sex specification. They are identified as a few precursor cells at the base of allantois and specified under the

effect of molecular cues associated with Wnt3 and BMP pathways. After passing through a number of stages, PGCs

finally enter genital ridges and specified as male and female gametes.

2. Functional Efficacy of the Female Germ Cells

Ability to generate offspring by either getting fertilized with healthy spermatocyte or parthenogenetically has been the

prime function of the oocytes. Unlike male gametes, female germ cells (oocytes) have been thought to have limited

number which decline with the age and there has been contradictory views regarding regenerative activity in juvenile or

adult ovaries. Pathological conditions such as cancer or ovarian disorders including premature ovarian failure (POF) and

premature ovarian insufficiency (POI) put additional threats to female reproductive life and ultimately results into infertility.

Therefore, researchers throughout the globe have consistently made extensive efforts to develop methodologies so that

functional efficacy of the in vitro derived oocytes can be enhanced. Although, due to complexities in deriving oocyte-like

cells (OLCs) in vitro (ranging from ethical issues concerned with use of pluripotent ESCs or iPSCs, low response by less

potent MSCs, or xenogeneic concerns regarding use of follicular fluid or specialized cells from different organisms), not

much success has been achieved. Only a few researchers have reported derivations of healthy offspring by using ovary-

derived cells, i.e., premeiotic fetal germ cells, germline stem cells, primordial germ cells, granulosa cells, and ovarian stem

cells especially in nonhuman species (murine) . However, getting the in vitro derived fertilizable oocytes and

finally healthy progeny is still an unachieved distant milestone. Similarly, in vitro differentiation into fertilizable OLCs using

adult MSC sources other than ovary derived cells is still far away. Therefore, many efforts will be needed to achieve this

goal.

3. Developmental Impairments and Associated Abnormalities

A number of factors are responsible for gametes specific developmental impairments and associated in utero or postnatal

abnormalities. Proper development and functionality of a gene and also efficiency of the traits under control are

dependent on the governing (regulating) signaling pathways, autocrine and paracrine factors, surrounding environmental
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cues and nourishing elements (in the form of cytokines and growth factors). Shortcomings in any of the above said

necessities may cause partial or permanent defects. Diagrammatical representation of factors affecting germ cell

development and their functionality has been depicted in Figure 3. These can be categorized as follows:

Figure 3. Diagrammatical representation of factors affecting germ cell development and their functionality. All germ cell

developmental stages are affected by a number of factors including mutations, chromosomal abnormalities, improper

lifestyles, epigenetic dysregulations, environmental toxicants etc. Which ultimately leads to functional impairment followed

by disease development. Abbreviation- Pb: Lead; Cd: Cadmium; Hg: Mercury; DNMT: DNA methyltransferase).

3.1. Chromosomal Aberrations

Chromosomal aberrations correspond to insertion, deletion or translocation of some or the whole part (arms) of a

chromosome. These abnormalities have been associated with the occurrence of impaired functioning of the various body

parts and hence are the causatives of many complications including ovarian germ cell tumors (OGSTs). According to

Matyakhina et al., all malignant human tumors occur due to chromosomal aberrations induced chromosomal instability .

These disturbances happen due to abnormal segregation of chromosomes at the time of cell division. While observing

abnormal karyotypes from the patients with OGSTs, comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) and fluorescence in situ

hybridization (FISH) techniques revealed that gains or loss from the chromosomal arms or some of the whole

chromosomes resulted into dysgerminomas (DGs), endodermal sinus tumors (ESTs) and immature teratomas .

The gain and loss of different chromosome numbers such as loss of 1p, gain of 1q or whole chromosomal gains

chromosome numbers including 3, 8, 14 and 21 have been observed in female patients with malignant OGCTs. Among

OGCTs, dysgerminomas were associated with abnormalities in 12p chromosome . While performing dual color

fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), Paolo Cossu-Rocca and colleagues observed that aberrations in the 12p

chromosome were associated with 81% of total dysgerminomas  and seminomas (testicular germ cell tumor).

Chromosomal abnormalities have also been correlated with ovarian granulosa cell tumors . Comparative genomic

hybridization and FISH techniques revealed that gains of chromosomes 12 and 14 and losses of chromosomes 22 and X

were causatives of ovarian granulosa cell tumors . In a similar study, patients with stage 1 granulosa cell tumors were

shown to have chromosomal abnormalities in the form of losses from 1p33 to p36, 16p13.1, 16q and 22q chromosomes

whereas gains were observed in chromosomes including 7p15 to p21, 12 and 14 . Among these chromosomes, losses

from chromosome 22 and gains in chromosome 14 were more prevalent. However, none of the conditions exhibited

alarming degree of metastasis. In general, due to low prevalence rate (comparatively less than testicular germ cell

tumors) in comparison to other extra-gonadal tumors, not many reports are available. However, it is equally important to

draw attention on the role of chromosomal aberrations in the occurrence of diseases especially OGCTs as they can be

diagnosed and can be proved helpful in avoiding future complications. Therefore, techniques like karyotyping, CGH and

FISH should also be given preferences so that anomalies against normal behavior can be diagnosed and eradicated in

time.

3.2. Spontaneous Genetic and Epigenetic Regulations

Epigenetics plays an important role in regulating overall transformation and functional activity of germ cells which upon

fertilization can transmit proper information to the next generation . A series of gradual events including PGC

specification, meiotic entry, epigenetic imprinting of PGCs, histone modification and X-chromosome inactivation, DNA

methylation erasure and its resumption during gamete formation, are highly important during gametogenesis . The

actual reason behind epigenetic information erasure in germ cells is not known but it may be attributed to the restricted

transmission of unwanted acquired epimutations during life . Although, except ESCs and iPSCs (only few reports),

other stem cell sources derived gamete-like cells could either failed to initiate meiosis, or failed to prove their functionality

by producing healthy viable offsprings upon fertilization. This may be perhaps due to developmental issues related to

improper epigenetic modifications . During migration period, PGCs go through genome wide DNA demethylation,
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histone modification by means of downregulation of H3 lysine 9 dimethylation (H3K9me2), upregulation of H3 lysine 27

trimethylation (H3K27me3), imprinting erasure and reactivation of X chromosome . By the end of E12.5, H3K9me3

and H3K64me3 are gradually lost from PGCs and all these events are vital for efficient differentiation into gametes .

3.3. External/Environmental Factors and Incorrect Lifestyle Associated Defects/Exposure to
Toxicants In Utero

A healthy life with proper functionality of all the organs depends a lot on many factors including surrounding environment,

lifestyle, routine activities (exercising, food and drinking habits), and opted occupation. All these factors have also been

associated with the reproductive life of an individual especially during female pregnancies. Here below is the detailed

description about these factors in relation to female reproductive health.

3.3.1. Chemical Intoxicants

Chemical intoxication especially during cancer treatments have been associated with reproductive disorders in both males

and females. Fetal exposure to cyclophosphamide was shown to induce testicular germ cell tumor (TGCT), gonadal

toxicity and reduced spermatogenesis . Offspring produced from cyclophosphamide exposed mice showed high

incidence of TGCT and reduced testicular and epididymal sperm count whereas primordial follicle loss and increased

follicular growth activation was observed in female offspring. Endocrine disrupting compounds (EDCs) represents another

category of reproductive toxicants which produces deleterious effects on male and female gametes by interfering natural

hormone activities and other associated developmental processes . Women (at different reproductive life stages)

exposed to environmental di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (DEHP) and its metabolites were shown to have impaired

reproduction and reduced fertility. Moreover, presence of DEHP and its major metabolite mono(2-ethyhexyl) phthalate

(MEHP) in the urine samples of females have been associated with reduced number of high-quality fertilizable oocytes,

and even early pregnancy loss . In a recent study, Jing-Cai Liu et al. demonstrated that increased PDE3A

expression in oocytes as a result of DEHP exposure results into impaired follicle assembly . It was further evidenced

that decreased levels of cAMP and PKA in oocytes resulted in an increase in PDE3A and ultimately caused impaired

follicle assembly in DEHP-exposed ovaries. These compounds have also been demonstrated to cause deleterious

reproductive effects, impaired folliculogenesis and ovulation, and decreased pregnancy rates in non-human species

including rats, mice and cows . Therefore, exposure to such deleterious and toxic chemicals must be avoided and

in case of cancer treatment it is better to preserve the functional gametes so that fertility can be restored later on by

transplanting back the autologous gametes into the donor body. Use of stem cells based therapeutic agents (stem cell

therapy) or very small embryonic cell-like cells (which can survive cancer therapies) can be another efficient and safer

way to restore fertility .

3.3.2. Smoking, Alcoholism and Drug Abuse

Incorrect lifestyle, i.e., smoking, alcohol intake, and illicit drug consumption, also causes serious detrimental effects on

reproductive lives of both males and females. The harmful effects of smoking on female reproductive system specifically

impaired ovarian function were evidenced by decreased estradiol and progesterone production by in vitro cultured human

luteinized granulosa cells under direct environmental tobacco smoke exposure . A concentration (environmental

tobacco smoke exposure) dependent increase in the expression of CYP1B1 both at gene and protein levels was seen in

the cultured granulosa cells. High activity polymorphism of CYP1B1 in cigarette smokers was also correlated with high

risk of ovarian cancer development with disturbed hormonal regulation . While analyzing retrieved ovarian cells from

women undergoing assisted reproductive technologies (ART), major ovotoxic action of smoking was found to be oxidative

stress and DNA damage in granulosa and oocyte cumulus cells, causing impaired functionality including improper oocyte

maturation, gonadotropins binding to their receptors, increased zona pellucida thickness and reduced fertilization capacity

. In a cigarette smoke induced chronic obstructive pulmonary disease mouse model study, direct nasal

exposure resulted into ovotoxicity by means of higher levels of primordial follicle depletion, apoptosis in antral follicle

oocytes, induced oxidative stress and reduced availability of follicles for ovulation . Similar ill effects were observed in

other murine model studies targeting cigarette smoke induced ovarian impairment . The effect of alcohol

consumption on the female reproductive system and fertility has shown many contradictory results. In a study involving

124 patients undergoing routine urine inspection regarding steroidal hormone measurement, women with alcoholic habits

during menstruation were shown to have >50% reduced conception probability during menstrual cycles . Caffeine

consumption further enhanced alcohol induced negative effects whereas no adverse effect was seen in participants

consuming caffeine only. It has been reported that high consumption rate (rather than moderate alcohol consumption)

results into decreased fertility . However, a number of cohort case studies have exhibited no correlation between

alcohol consumption and female infertility . Illicit drug use has also been associated with the female reproductive

system related issues. Previously, it was demonstrated that women with regular marijuana intake have increased risk for
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ovulatory dysfunction . Another study concerning women with occasional or frequent marijuana intake habits, showed

longer follicular phase, delayed ovulation, and slightly increased rate of ovulatory inhibition in comparison to non-

marijuana users . Contrastingly, in a recent report it was found that women with habits of co-use of marijuana with

tobacco were shown to have shorter luteal phase than only tobacco users  however no differences between follicular

phase and menstrual cycle lengths were observed among both types of participants. Missing correlating link between

these studies corresponds to a number of factors including heterogeneity in the study design, volume or amount of

cigarette/alcohol/illicit drug consumption on occasional or regular basis, exact time or duration of consumption (such as

early age, during pregnancy or later stages), past intake history with no current consumption etc. Therefore, it’s hard to

conclude whether such incorrect habits or life styles plays a direct or definite role in deteriorating reproductive life to a

greater extent or not. However, as all of these lifestyles poses negative effects on the health therefore must be avoided

much longer before conceiving or attaining pregnancy. Factors causing defects in germ cell development and fertility

impairment has been depicted in Figure 3.
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